APPENDICIES
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY
CENTRE OF LINGUISTICS AND ENGLISH
(School of Language, Literature & Culture Studies)

1. Name  Mukesh Kumar

2. Course of Study  B.A 1st year

3. Centre/School  CSS/SL

4. Whether belonging to an SC,ST, OBC or Minority Community  No
(Please name the Category)

5. Proficiency in English

   (i) The last examination passed in English  -  3m 12 th

   (ii) % of marks in English  -  45.7

   (iii) Whether attended any course in remedial English before
(Give details of Semester, etc.)  No

Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?

I want to speak English but a lot of problems into speak English because I have no knowledge of Grammar and my word power is also be.

So I want to a course course in Remedial English. Without the knowledge of English I don't success in our life.

English knowledge is very good for all other students. Because today all the competitive exams held in English so I can't understand English question and I give up.
In JNU all students are speaking English very well. I don't talk with him, because his English improvement and word power are very well. When I talk can talking in English I don't succeed because I have no knowledge of articles, and other English grammar. So I want to speak good English. I belong to a small village of Aurangabad district in Bihar. So my background is not so good, because there was no anybody to speak Hindi language. So I lived and I always lived in village. So I also speak Hindi well, but I am not able to speak English very well. English class is very important to me because in JNU all languages spoken and understanding in English. So I cannot understand any language in English. English writing is very hard work. Because when I speak not write, no understand them what I am in JNU. Without any knowledge of English I do not progress. I cannot read paper, novels, and any magazine of English because I have no idea of English. But in our life English is very important and class of knowledge for me. Where I go people speak in English and I cannot understand his language and I feel very boring. Because my more knowledge of studies, because there are a lot of study spoken English very fast currently.

A2:
English is spoken about 40% of the population. We all know that English is very important in our life. I remember when there are competitive exams held in English and I can when I cannot understand English then what I do? I fill all the answer. I give wrong and my numbers cut off.

I want to learn a course in computers but I cannot understand English so I understand very well.

India
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY  
CENTRE OF LINGUISTICS AND ENGLISH  
(School of Language, Literature & Culture Studies)

1. Name: Abdul Hakeem Siddiqui  
2. Course of Study: B.A. II (Hons.)  
3. Centre/School: CAAS / SSLACS  
4. Whether belonging to an SC, ST, OBC or Minority Community (Please name the Category): Minority

5. Proficiency in English:
   (i) The last examination passed in English:  
   (ii) % of marks in English: 50%  
   (iii) Whether attended any course in remedial English before (Give details of Semester, etc.): N.A.

Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?
I needed because in English remedial because every body the lives in India or other countries speak in English and write. When we shall not be understanding his language we could not refuse to face him and English talk is a to international language. It is.

Today every news paper and other things belong to him. As you found find in English language. Wherever it is the language of language. When we read in T. Hill where the English language is spoken read and write, he need the Remedial English. Gurukul Remedial is the treatment of the students who don't understand English and we are same. We travel in India among the English states meet people who cannot understand the very language we speak except English. When we asked them about anything they answer in English only not other language. We can say every men don't serve in English language. Every books we read. Its medium is it.
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY
CENTRE OF LINGUISTICS AND ENGLISH
(School of Language, Literature & Culture Studies)

1. Name: 

2. Course of Study: B.A. (Hons.)

3. Centre/School: ECE CCEAS I SLRC S

4. Whether belonging to an SC, ST, OBC or Minority Community: No
   (Please name the Category)

5. Proficiency in English
   (i) The last examination passed in English: C.B.S.C. (12th)
   (ii) % of marks in English: 75%
   (iii) Whether attended any course in remedial English before
   (Give details of Semester, etc.): No

Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?

I need a course in Remedial English because English is the second largest speaking language in the world and I am weak in English. I can't speak English fluently and I am not able to make simple sentences. I can't express my views in English. I am doing B.A. (Hons.) in Chinese Chinese and now I am in 2nd year and from third year we will do translation. Since my English is poor, so could not be able to do that course.
In Chinese department there are two teachers who are from China. They don't know Hindi at all, so I can't explain my difficulties to them. So, please help me and consider my application.

Since my vocabulary is too short, so I can't write in 400 words.
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY
CENTRE OF LINGUISTICS AND ENGLISH
(School of Language, Literature & Culture Studies)

1. Name

2. Course of Study

3. Centre/School

4. Whether belonging to an SC, ST, OBC or Minority Community

(Please name the Category)

5. Proficiency in English

(i) The last examination passed in English

(ii) % of marks in English

(iii) Whether attended any course in remedial English before
(Give details of Semester, etc.)

Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?

I need a Course in Remedial English because my English is poor. My grammar is not good. I have no hesitation to speak English. Today is the time of English. Every institution, government job, private job, there is no need to speak English. No one can succeed in life without English. English is an important language. It is one of the

A8
One difficulty is that it is hard to speak English, and it is also hard to understand what is written in English. The problem is not the language itself, but the fact that many students have not had the opportunity to learn it in a proper way. In a language like English, you have to learn the grammar and the vocabulary, and then you have to practice speaking and writing. This is not easy, and it takes a lot of time and effort. But if you want to learn English, you have to do it. It is not easy, but it is important for your future.
If your background is English, your father and mother speak English. This is no problem to speak. My mother tongue is not English. English is my problem. Thus I don't speak fluent with others. Many of English words I don't remember. That all are enough in my point of view. I want to speak English fluently and improve my grammar. I hope you will give me admission to the remedial course of eng
Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?
I need a remedial English course, learn and study, because I am a very poor student in English. I come to learn language and English in TVU. I don't understand English but my room mate and class mate teacher are speak in English and talk to me in English.

I study English subject in 10th class.

I knew English grammar few English language spent in maximum country, so I want teach English language I get a memory in newspaper. I was living in a village. In B.h. So my background is no know English, who know English not English. They was not successful in life so English language know is very compulsory and necessary.
Jawaharlal Nehru University
Centre of Linguistics and English
(School of Language, Literature & Culture Studies)

1. Name: Reena Kumar Ghanti
2. Course of Study: B.A (H) 1st year
3. Centre/School: CBS 83
4. Whether belonging to an SC, ST, OBC or Minority Community: OBC
(Please name the Category)
5. Proficiency in English
   (i) The last examination passed in English: 10th
   (ii) % of marks in English: 43
   (iii) Whether attended any course in remedial English before:
       (Give details of Semester, etc.) NO

Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?

I want to speak in English. I am very poor in English. My word power is very short. I try to encase it, but I am not successful because I don't talk any other or another.

English is the main shorted matter. I learn the Spanish. If my class teacher speaks in fast English then I am not understand. It is my big problem.
all teacher and student are

speak in english but g dont talk them that then
g fill boring.

English is the language of all中华民族

mum country. So if want to know his
culture, history or any matter then we
must know English.

without English g man a fill to himself

incompleate.

Once time one who is my best teachez said
to me. o my son die Desmond at you
want to yourself a great person
then you must learn English. In that
time g don't thin that matter but today,
g reemember that sentence then g think
respect oez elderz and oez mainly teachez
Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?
I am teacher in grade nine. My study is in English medium. Because there is no school in English medium. Last year I passed my Senior Secondary Examination. I am very passed in English and other. We are study in English medium. So I am feel feel great difficult in English. So that very learning to. English is very necessary for us. So that we are understand study do be. Correct pronunciation, correct makes sentence, and any other are related to grammar, remedial class. As improving our English. And I think that it is very affected as for us. Remedial classes very useful. So do keep reading good English, there. We will we learn correct sentence, make correct make sentence, correct pronounce, correct reading, correct understanding and correct speaking etc. Now we faced many problems without English learn, and every man has some personal desire, any one think that I will get good past this we are written learning English. No understanding, any speech, any lesson. So remind. Class is more important to improving English.
Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?
I need a course in Remedial English because English language is a very great and old language in the world. It is spoken all over the world and in most cities and countries. It is a very famous language in the world. English language needs anyone, and them work and his job and other things. I saw other people speaks English in his work and in his other place. So I thought that I learnt English because I entered aided admission in Remedial English. A checking that I spoke English and wrote in English, and I he's learnt English language, and Remedial English course is very and better. I want to learn English, so I hope you that you are learnt English.

that I can be spoken and written English and completed his work in English language. So I regards to you that I learnt English
thank you
Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?

The course named "Remedial English" is initially answered by the question: "What do I need?". It means that I need to remedy the errors or faults of my English. English is a European language, which has been neglected only in this sense that this is the language of Britishers, the people who made our country dependent. But after coming to know I felt that what is the position of English in our society, it has become the mother tongue of Indians.

I am poorest at English. I don't have any knowledge about the written & spoken system of English. I don't know grammar.
My English teacher used to ask me to learn the language by heart. But I never paid attention toward English. Now the condition is that I am facing so many problems in every walk of life. Truly speaking I am not in such condition that I can express my views clearly. So please help me. I wish that you will consider over my condition.
1. Name Kanhay Kumar
2. Course of Study M.T. Chinese
3. Centre/School CSSLAS, SLBZ
4. Whether belonging to an SC/ST, OBC or Minority Community General
   (Please name the Category)
5. Proficiency in English
   (i) The last examination passed in English
   (ii) % of marks in English
   (iii) Whether attended any course in remedial English before
   (Give details of Semester, etc.)

Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?
1. My English level is very very poor. I can't write something in English and don't understand.

2. I can't speak English very well. I don't belong to Kandi medium school so I don't study in English. I belong to Hindi medium school so I can't study in English.

3. I failed my matriculation exam in Hindi medium so my English is very poor. I want my English to improve.

4. I hate English because I can't do well in English.

5. I want to write something in English to improve my English. I want to improve my English than already.

6. My English is not good. English is a common language.

7. I want to improve my English is most important part of human life.

8. A person who don't know English than his life is not useful. So I want to join English remedial course.

9. I want to say when I attend our class my teacher and students both are English. So I felt boring.

10. My Chinese is also attended.

11. Sometimes I can try to speak, write some in English but I couldn't write something in my English standard is NOT that good.
Write something in English. I don't know how to write an application. When you see more than 3 consultant, consult Dr. Menon, Sir. Ask you write application for me.

So this was my problem.
Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?

A need for a course of English teaching in the must of the J.N.U. and my English is very poor at the 11th and I left of the English but my subject is non-core English and I am not fully come of English. English is the future of the any man. This is the international word and they are all working in the English. This is Smart man or show in the society and there many countries are mother tongue is any but they total work is full in English language and good writers good author are write in English and they are must of the English and I came to the J.N.U. first chance and that are many stud
Very bad. And I begin try to English. And Try to the one many mistakes. After I will go to U.S.A. And knowledge of American culture, society, and we are very much and we are the other problems. Knowledge are fake and our problems. Give then the our difficulty is solve. The international language of English other cemetery are fulfill and dann a M.C.'s. Student there are all program is English, and so, student are talk in English, and a feel is not spoken in English. And not full comfort of English and they are very much of me, and the go to good city and good place and shown person and they are talk are English, and bad feeling of me. And our contrary is 40%. Beuab and talk in English. But I think this subject is very demand in the content and our much of I and you. And most center of the placement of the communication is very strong, and then we are very much and I am the improve of society, society and America.

I have to spoken in the English. My position is the good students one make, and my classroom habit still talk in English and they are teacher on any boys are talk a simile, and a and never spoken in English and then told. And on the bad thinking, and I definitely learn it is the spoken in English. And some times are very problem then.

I learn a lot of English of my previously. The comprehension.
Write about 400 words on **Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?**
And I am from Lucknow. I studied in my primary and secondary school in Hindi as a regional language. I studied in senior secondary school in English as a subject. So, I have little knowledge of English language and English literature. But I am facing problem in speaking English and sometimes in understanding. My parents' background is also not from English. I did not study in any convent school. In my graduation, the teaching language was Hindi. In the course of M.C.A., I need to speak English fluently as well as to write. Because we have to do all works on Computer in English. To do this work, I have to have sound knowledge of English. So I am facing problem in my studies especially at the time of work on Computer. So I need English course. Without it, I cannot do better in my studies.

When I write something, I do many grammatical mistakes which makes my impression on teacher poor. I know Hindi well because in Lucknow Hindi is the regional language and the communicative language is also Hindi. After passing many years in that surrounding, I am not much able to speak and write in English. That's all. I need course in remedial English.
I need a Course in Remedial English because my English is very weak. Also I finished my Bachelor in my language [Arabic Language] there for this semester is the first semester in English for me.

I get my Bachelor from Baghdad University [IRAQ] where I from Republic of YEMEN.

Our mother language is Arabic Language but in our studies every things in our language exist some simple or some scientific words.
I came to INDIA because I get scholarship from government of India under Indian Cultural Change Relation. this program between YEMEN and India for Cultural Relation Chape.

I just before coming to India get scholar chape also from Jordan, but I prefer India, because I like India from long time. also the peaple of India is very nice and very nice friend chape.

My subject or my field does not need to very deep studying in English but we need to English Language to explain some scientific words also when the Professor explain to us I could not understand him very good.

I phrasing this problem every classes.

Also when I want to read any books I could not understand it easily. It's very difficult for me.

Addition to that when I want to spoke with the others I could not form a correct sentences.

Otherwise if I could not learn English language exactly, I will go back to my Country at that time I will be unhappy.
Therefore please help me to solve this problem which I phaze it every time.

Also I have another problem if you can help me in this problem I will be thankful very much for you which the other problem is that I have everyday lab afternoon [8:30 - 5] P.m except wednesday if you help me to make the classes of among English at 4:30 as possible please I pray you to mark the course of English at that time [4:30 P.m]

thank full.
Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?

Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?
In our class, we discuss various seminars, presentations, etc. It is essential for us to learn the English language, as it will also improve our personalities. Today, a lot of MNCs require employees to have excellent English skills. So their requirement will be that their employees are at least ten years of experience in the field. Now, they recruit the professionals through written tests, so it is necessary to prepare well for them. We must also improve our spoken English to participate in any professional or written test.

As the market is very competitive, everyone is using different methods to sell their products. One of the methods is personal interaction, which is something marketing; you have to convince your customer by your way of talking. You should be able to convince your customer in English, your style of speaking, your command in English, your body language, etc. It is very essential in this type of conversation.

As a student of MCA, my dream is to join the service. Course in English is great, but it will be very difficult. The course in English is great, and it will be very difficult. I am not able to communicate better in English. As soon as I graduate, I will be very grateful. I am the one of the best students. I will be very grateful.

Chosen for something, I am finding every year to develop my personality well. I find every year to develop my personality well.
Bio
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY
CENTRE OF LINGUISTICS AND ENGLISH
(School of Language, Literature & Culture Studies)

1. Name: DEEPAK KUMAR

2. Course of Study: M.C.A.

3. Centre/School: Sc & Sc

4. Whether belonging to an SC, ST, OBC or Minority Community
   (Please name the Category)
   - No

5. Proficiency in English
   (i) The last examination passed in English: Intermediate (Science)
   (ii) % of marks in English: 87
   (iii) Whether attended any course in remedial English before
        (Give details of Semester, etc.): No

---

Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?

English is a global language. English is the language which is spoken in a maximum number of countries. In India, English acts the role of communication language between Hindi spoken region and non-Hindi spoken belts. Knowing English helps us also in understanding cultures of other countries. A person who knows English finds him at ease when he goes to places where Hindi is not spoken because in any part of world, there are a sufficient large number of people who can speak and understand English.

A good knowledge of English is essential for me because I am doing M.C.A. course. Almost all books for this course which are available in Market, are written in English. Softwares used in Computers are close to
As I am an M.C.A. Student, after completion of course, it may happen that I will have to go to that region of country where Hindi is not spoken, so if I will not know English, then I may face communication problem with regional people of that region which will loses my ability.

Different seminars are held on different ports of country and abroad on recent progress in the field of computers. English is used as a language of communication in these seminars. Due to lack of know about English, I don't attain these seminars.

I am from Hindi speaking belt and my mother tongue is Hindi. So, I am weak in English. It is must for me to improve my English language.
Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?

I need a Course in Remedial English because I don't know as much English that I can talk to others and understand them. English is the most important language because this language is the only way of communication at international level. By knowing English we understand the other country man's view and problems as well as ideas. When we can understand the other's ideas then we will progress. Hence English is fundamental to our development. Since I have studied in English classes where level of omission of any words:
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If I have learned anything, it has been to speak comfortably and clearly in English. I am not a native speaker of English, but I have made a conscious effort to improve my command of the language. I have taken classes in English at the university level, and I have also practiced speaking English with native speakers.

I have found that the ability to communicate effectively in English is crucial for success in many aspects of life. Whether it is in academic settings, professional environments, or personal interactions, the ability to express oneself clearly and effectively in English is a valuable skill.

I believe that learning a new language is an enriching experience that broadens one's perspective and opens up new opportunities. It is a continuous process that requires dedication and practice, but the rewards are immeasurable.

In conclusion, I am grateful for the opportunity to learn English and I will continue to practice and improve my skills in this important language.
and MCA JH K Simultaneously & Then I preferred to take admission in J.H.U. because I felt double blessing here, one which Gne is level of English. After coming here I felt that here level of English is very good. Here in three months I improved my level of English very much which I Condo. But I think that I am not at the end of this that I understand others' more comfortably and answer them immediately. Here now I want some English classes for learning English.

Thanks
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY
CENTRE OF LINGUISTICS AND ENGLISH
(School of Language, Literature & Culture Studies)

1. Name: DEVESH PRYADARSHI
2. Course of Study: M.A.
3. Centre/School: S.C.S.
4. Whether belonging to an SC/ST, OBC or Minority Community
   (Please name the Category)
5. Proficiency in English
   (i) The last examination passed in English: Intermediate (Science)
   (ii) % of marks in English: 86%
   (iii) Whether attended any course in remedial English before
       (Give details of Semester, etc.): No

Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?

1. Since English is the only language which is spoken in the maximum part of the world, it is also a universal language. Besides, almost all states in India communicate in English, making it the most communicative language of the world.

2. Once I visited the southern part of India. I came from Bihar and almost all Biharis communicate among themselves in Hindi, because Hindi is their mother tongue of Bihar. I have

3. In Southern India, the inhabitants of that place, also speak their regional language. I had a big problem there in communications.

4. I had to face very very big problem.
People of Southern India can speak English, read English. I have a little knowledge of English. I communicated here in English what I know.

Since, I am a student of M.C.A. and there is a great need of English. Most of the country communicates in English. If I go there, I will be in a big problem if I do not speak English. Maximum most jobs occur in English in the world.

I have to improve my communication skill. That's why I need to have a need a course in remedial English.
1. Name  **BHAWNA SHARMA**

2. Course of Study  **M.Phil.**

3. Centre/School  **SES**

4. Whether belonging to an SC, ST, OBC or Minority Community  **N/A**
   (Please name the Category)

5. Proficiency in English
   (i) The last examination passed in English  **B.Sc.**
   (ii) % of marks in English  **36%**  (**B.Sc.**)
   (iii) Whether attended any course in remedial English before
        (Give details of Semester, etc.)  **No**

Write about 400 words on **Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?**
Why do I need a course in medical English? As a student of English, it seems hard to me to make teaching as my profession. The lack of confidence just because I am not able to speak in English with anybody.

This is also due to lack of knowledge regarding English grammar. Actually what I need is the atmosphere in which I can speak English to somebody will laugh at me; if not this need can be filled by these remedial classes.

I want to write more about my need of remedial classes but I am not having sufficient words so that I can express myself efficiently. In our surroundings everybody speaks in English. But as I am not able to speak efficiently, I remain keep quite during that time. I want to mix with people of other cities which are the students of INU, but I don't know their
I am a great hope. I will be here on the Monday. I am not really sick, just need to go to the doctor. I was born on the 14th of September. I feel better now. I want to go home soon.
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY
CENTRE OF LINGUISTICS AND ENGLISH
(School of Language, Literature & Culture Studies)

1 Name - SAMAY SINGH
2 Course of Study - M. Phil.
3 Centre/School - C & R & O
4 Whether belonging to an SC/ST, OBC or Minority Community - ST
   (Please name the Category)
5 Proficiency in English
   (i) The last examination passed in English
   (ii) % of marks in English
   (iii) Whether attended any course in remedial English before
       (Give details of Semester, etc.)

---

Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?

The need for a course in Remedial English is very necessary because our country language is Hindi and so many people can speak and writing in Hindi. Many people are good in English in school level and higher secondary level and after they are not good in it and writing in English so his English language are very poor. So our university level is very high and there speak and teaching in English so many rural areas and backcast areas people are come in this university and they face a hard situation so the major of groups of people are not know speak in English and
So they not speak in English and writing in English so many people have problems in English and this language is not their first language, so the remedial English speaking and writing course were started in this university campus.

Many people are not speaking English and many people were not writing English because they were taught English in school level and after they were lifted up and not taught English in university level, so their English is very poor, and they were not able to speak English in higher level to keep their English very poor condition so they are able to speak and writing so our university held a remedial classes so we improve our English so the purpose of many students in this course so the English speaking and writing course were started very soon and All Hindi medium students are not able to speak and writing English so this course is very profitable for all the students and they teach English in basic stage but yet so that effect is possible but you are also all higher standard level as you the students to fundamental is very poor and they are not to clear our fundamental so we are not able to profit in the course so this course will be held in English stage and the clear our basic fundamental so this course will be started and the many more profit in all of us. So this remedial course are very important in the Hindi medium student so this course is very well explained.
So this course is very very important and able to improve our English and profitable of all of us. So this course will be very soon started as very soon and clear the English Grammar fundamental of all of us. So the course is very important in our life.
Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?

Sir/Padam, 

Here in JNU I am doing M. Phil in Social Medicine - Community Health. I am in 1st sem of course. In our all lectures were delivered in English. All readings, papers & books are in English. My all batchmate except me do another well know English. They use it all time in seminars. But compulsory to me to know English. We need English we cannot survive in the class so in JNU English is also necessary for me because we do not written may be better a short term paper in English.

C4
we have to fully understand, grasp & assimilate to
the our health subject & report. We have ability to
think in English, write in English, speak in English
effectively. But unfortunately have not their ability
so we often feel in the class may not understand the
topic completely. If I can understand the it take much
time in class due to inability to speak in English. well
I could not ask the question with teachers. And also I could not reply the answer
at me the answer properly in Hindi. So, at present
in JNU, in MPhil course & future PhD we should must learn
English so that I interact properly with our college
teachers, scholars & other state or nations person. Knowledge
of English is directly directly associated with my future.

I have lot of expectation to this MPhil course. At least after that course completing that course I can able to
speak, write & read in English fluently & correctly. I
believe that I could take advantage from it because we are
potential necessary prescription to learn the engli
I have studied psychology in B.A.M.A in Indian work like
while Psychology are in English. During B.A.M.A we
did lot of translation of class materal notes from English to
Hindi:

English is a global language. It in the heart of
information technology. All Knowledge, public &
research done in reported in English. We help also use
the computer, emails, internet & internet other per
with English we may be able to talk with other
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY
CENTRE OF LINGUISTICS AND ENGLISH
(School of Language, Literature & Culture Studies)

1 Name: Durgavati Kumari Rai

2 Course of Study: M.Phil. 1st semester

3 Centre/School: BHEL/ISSI

4 Whether belonging to an SC, ST, OBC or Minority Community: Gen.
   (Please name the Category)

5 Proficiency in English
   (i) The last examination passed in English: Intermediate
   (ii) % of marks in English: 58.0
   (iii) Whether attended any course in remedial English before
   (Give details of Semester, etc.): No

Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?

I am belonging from a rural area. It is very backward as it is under-developed area. And the English has never been a language of daily talking.
I have read English words (A, B, C, ...) after the tenth classes and it is only necessary during the sixth to fifth—tenth classes. I feel always lack of interaction because of my inability to speak the English. First, when I come at 3:10, I feel very nervous always. So I need always a English speaking course since admission in 3:10.

Now I feel that if we do not talk in English we can do anything in our future.

I can read English hundred percent but understand only fifty percent and speak only 20 percent but not with confidence.

I always lack of confidence.
in speaking the English. I am also very weak in understanding in English. Because of lack of English speaking I speak very short due in the my classes.

I think these handicap does on English is because of my unfavorable environment. So there I request that if I will got the admission in English remedial course I feel that I will definitely speak English and I would be well and can have a good understanding of English language.

So I request that please enrolled in your English remedial course.

Thank you
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY
CENTRE OF LINGUISTICS AND ENGLISH
(School of Language, Literature & Culture Studies)

1. Name __________________________

2. Course of Study __________________________

3. Centre/School __________________________

4. Whether belonging to an SC, ST, OBC or Minority Community __________________________
   (Please name the Category)

5. Proficiency in English
   (i) The last examination passed in English __________________________
   (ii) % of marks in English __________________________
   (iii) Whether attended any course in remedial English before 
         (Give details of Semester, etc.) __________________________

Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?

Signature: __________________________

Date: __________________________
Because, English is a very communicative and
international language. Now, this time is very
globalisation. Now, managements time. I think English
language is only communicable language in
Present era.

In your literature is very useful
literature which important and others book
is not good with although I am not
read the English facility reception. Because I
am only fully understand on English, in
enjoy the English facility is only. Hindi
translation. Translation is not satisfaction originate
state of not edition on base translation. So, am
very need a course on Revised English.
This time is marketing, science
and multi medicine time. All field work only
write English. Because computer facility and
others work not facility available only English.
And a Stone English is very easy language for
official work in medicinal.

Maximun official write in
English. Because, maximum office worker feel
sellig — English is very easy and communicable
language.

Spelling, Tone, Accent

C10
My Hobby - Poetry and Novel

Reading: Arcondhalei Roy, Vikram Sethi, Rajkumar, Khushbant Singh's book I am not fully understand. I want multi information on maximum literature because I am a Literature student. All Indian literature and others foreign literature translated into English language for maximum information on in need the all language related literature. So, I need the know in English.
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY
CENTRE OF LINGUISTICS AND ENGLISH
(School of Language, Literature & Culture Studies)

1. Name  Malik Aleein
2. Course of Study  M. Phil (WRB)
3. Centre/School  CAAS / SSLACCE
4. Whether belonging to 2nd SC, ST, OBC or Minority Community  O.B.C.
   (Please name the Category)
5. Proficiency in English
   (i) The last examination passed in English  10+2
   (ii) % of marks in English  45%
   (iii) Whether attended any course in remedial English before
        (Give details of Semester, etc.)  No

Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?
Today, the world is dependent on the English language. No one can live with our new position, so if you want to buy something or receive you need with the English. So, those who want to live a good life and a respected life should focus on learning English. A person without good knowledge of the English language cannot turn easily from one palace to other because he needs the particular language. So, for this, the English language is very comfortable. By this way, he can learn the particular language easily and understand and can approach so quickly and quantity which he have enough in his daily life. English language is very important language in the world. Today, one man who have no knowledge with this particular language if he is a rich person, can not fit easily to the developed world. Because, he not learn the language he needs to person, give him quickly. Even seeing his problems, it must be to learn the English. Some remaining courses prepared person who was learned with English.
This courses are very very comfortable and reading a authority in people how within it can covers believe its impact on responsibility in his society and forefront of other persons who been learned this. So, from these must for every in this modernizing world to get up skill in particular language.

English language is very very (important in today)
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY
CENTRE OF LINGUISTICS AND ENGLISH
(School of Language, Literature & Culture Studies)

1. Name  ABDUL RAHMAN

2. Course of Study  M.A (URDU)

3. Centre/School  CIL

4. Whether belonging to an SC, ST, OBC or Minority Community  OBC
   (Please name the Category)

5. Proficiency in English
   (i) The last examination passed in English  1995
   (ii) % of marks in English  70%
   (iii) Whether attended any course in remedial English before
         (Give details of Semester, etc.)  NEVER

Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?

Answer: English subject has more importance today. Its importance is very popular among world citizens. Every member of the world wants to know English language today because English subject is an important subject nowadays. If a man does not know English conversation, he feels very bored.
Because in society today, because English language and literature is known as a standard language. Those who know English spoken, his personality is understood very high in society.

I am convinced and want to learn and to know more and develop myself in next two and train English language because there are no books in Hindi language whom we can conclude. In Hindi Medium, there are no sufficient materials to improve our knowledge, but I want to speak and learn English language.

When I first took admission in M.A. Inter on Jadavpur University college, I met a boy who spoke in English language, and I felt very difficult to understand and talk in English. So, I just to improve in spoken English and just I want to attend English Remedial Course.

I belong to Western State and there are some politicians who want to remove English subject from courses, this is not
compulsory to pass in English. If a candidate is failure in English Subject there is no objection to Other Education Board and it gives result to candidate. In this condition How can I learn and speak in English. Also, I have came to complete M.A. wake them if I learn and speak English language it can be very nice to me.

If a man is not know English conversation, he feels very bareness
1. Name **MOHAMMAD TAIYAB**

2. Course of Study **MA (URDU)**

3. Centre/School **CIL/SSL & CS**

4. Whether belonging to an SC, ST, OBC or Minority Community **OBC**
   (Please name the Category)

5. Proficiency in English

   (i) The last examination passed in English **INTER MEDIATE**

   (ii) % of marks in English **52%**

   (iii) Whether attended any course in remedial English before
   (Give details of Semester, etc.) **No**

Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?
English is one of the most popular languages in the world. It is an international language also. Nowadays it becomes a tradition that who knows English that understand a educated and civilized person. It is an excellent medium for conveying thoughts. In perspective of I.WW. where everybody speak English and I feel very difficult because I'm unable to understand their speech that what they say. Not only in the field of educational place but also in the common people it has good effect. Mostly the new inventions either in the field of science and technology or in the field of economics or politics etc. every place demand English. Mostly government work is also done in the language of English. In the field of education these books which are written in the English are understood more authentic and genuine because mostly writer who want to write anything the choose English as a better communication. It helps us in the every field of life e.g. political, technical, social, economical, cultural etc. Whenever I go to either foreign country or in India commonly South India, who don't understand english other
language except English and their local language, so without knowledge of English we suffer severe difficulties. In foreign country there is no other option except English. In the field of Information technology which is one of the most common avenue for communication it also demands knowledge of English, and also in the field of Computers the most software are available in the English and network and internet is also connected in the language of English. It means it's very common that it required on the every turn of life.

So when I informed that there is a remedial English course which is conduct by our university then I from decide that I also take the class, because I described the parameter above which induced me to take remedial course.english course
1. Name: Jawaharlal Nehru University Centre of Linguistics and English (School of Language, Literature & Culture Studies)

2. Course of Study: 

3. Centre/School: 

4. Whether belonging to an SC, ST, OBC or Minority Community: S.C.
   (Please name the Category)

5. Proficiency in English:
   (i) The last examination passed in English: 60%
   (ii) % of marks in English: 50%
   (iii) Whether attended any course in remedial English before:
        (Give details of Semester, etc.): No.

Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?

In my opinion, English is present everywhere in the global world. English is spoken by an individual in an age of globalization and computer age.
can't isolated himself from expert, so

Therefore today English is gaining its

popularity throughout the world.

Not only this, if a man who wants to
continue to study for higher
education every good book is available
in English.

Here, I am in CSRD where each
class are in English medium
and being an student of Hindi
medium I hesitate to speak in
my friends and even I couldn't
speak a single word before
teachers. And for me English
is important as other things
because myself I want to
continue my in education as I
want to complete my PhD from.
As far as geography is concerned, now a days computer is playing a vital role in collecting data and processing it. And it is well known that each and every function of computer is in English. So I feel very ashamed of myself because even I could not understand the function of computer unless I know English and it is very necessary to know English for a student of geography. So, I need remedial class for English. ☑️
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY
CENTRE OF LINGUISTICS AND ENGLISH
(School of Language, Literature & Culture Studies)

1. Name  B. Ram
2. Course of Study  B.A./M.A
3. Centre/School  C.I.S/C.P.I.S
4. Whether belonging to an SC, ST, OBC or Minority Community  OBC

(Please name the Category)

5. Proficiency in English

(i) The last examination passed in English  Yes
(ii) % of marks in English  87
(iii) Whether attended any course in remedial English before
(Give details of Semester, etc.)  No

Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?

B.A. papers I was not able to do English. So my English writing and speaking also less.

My father is a study in the city, and my mother taught English. But English was not difficult for me. English was very easy for me. Now I study.
English medium day by day in here
English little bit little. RemiJel
class attend me twice my Engl
writing and speaking difficult.
9 vocabulary also difficult.

MA course almost English nice by
so my exam the session more diffi
ult so RemiJel English class attend
my studied 1st BA govt school an
college my once college still
early and triple arey. So study
back ward my study arey. So
my study my mother tongue,
teleJee medium times my English
self perceve fear till now Engli
hardly study. We remediel

class no taught my study closed
be college English writing and
-speaking problem. My Enter
- 8 case also writing tila
and seem.

Inappropriate out of proportion.
most leg student SJU speaking English, one understand difficult. The English today world most popular European India also live studies English mind only. Courts be English only.

Sir my English most problem take the remedial course only. So consider my application future may English language my studying continued. Your not consider my study on difficult case my study. So Sir I desirous attend remedial English course. Please help. Thanking you.
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JAWAHARLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY
CENTRE OF LINGUISTICS AND ENGLISH
(School of Language, Literature & Culture Studies)

1. Name  RAJESH KUMAR GUPTA
2. Course of Study  MA
3. Centre/School  CATS/SSS
4. Whether belonging to an SC, ST, OBC or Minority Community  OBC
   (Please name the Category)
5. Proficiency in English
   (i) The last examination passed in English  [Signature]
   (ii) % of marks in English  48%
   (iii) Whether attended any course in remedial English before
        (Give details of Semester, etc.)  NO

Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?

My name is Rajesh Gupta. I belong from a very intercaste & backward area in Bthes. I haven't any exam in English. I was speaking in English in Class VI Th. And I also had a primary school & village's high school. I also passed the 9th class exam in Hindi. Inappropriate use of prepositions, articles, etc.
Medium, I had one subject English in class 12th, but after 12, I haven't
English as a language and as a subject.
I had been produced in Hindi medium.
I am belongs backward area, where English
isn't talking anyone person. So, I should
talk in English and don't your work in
English. In the I.N.U. after selection in
I.N.U. environment, culture & class reading
material & class speech & all student
care talking in English, so, it will be difficult.
So, I want to join the semidial class.
And in the I.N.U. study time, English
knowledge, English talking, English writing
& English speaking is very much so I join
the semidial class.

And after I.N.U. I want to preparation the civil Service
exam, so I am willing to preparation for civil services exam English knowledge is must.
So, I want to join remedial class.

After Civil & 17.4., when service in the field & other side, I go to forestry, then English knowledge is must. So, I want to join remedial class.

I want to discuss in class & with class teachers. But I can't talk in English, so I'm feeling very difficult for class discussion & group discussion. English is must, so I want to join remedial class.

I am in SFS center. Where every day, seminars is going by professors & other intellectual people. But I can't participate in seminar. Because I don't understand English well & I can't speak in English. So, I can't join seminars. So I want to join the remedial class.
All books which are available in libraries are English medium, but I can't speak them. I can't understand after speed so I have very difficulty so I join remedial class.

All the good film in hollywood I can't see but I don't understand English.

All the good novel in English so I can't read but I want to read it so I can fitting very difficulty so I want to join remedial class.

C30
Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?

The English language is very communication language in the world. English language is the international language. But, I no command in English talk. My English is very poor and vocabulary power to me... I need a course in Remedial English when I talks to any other person in English.
My first chance in J.N.U.

Campuses. When I look anywhere talks in English language, I am know hindustani
Urdu. I am very difficulties condition feel in the J.N.U. Campuses. But my problem
solved in any where. My English writing in very poor, instead of Hindustani, Urdu and
Arabic. I problem to talk with any people in English. My Education level is very
poor English language.

I requested to course in
Remedial English.
**JAWAHARLAL NEHRU UNIVERSITY**  
CENTRE OF LINGUISTICS AND ENGLISH  
(School of Language, Literature & Culture Studies)

1. Name **FARHAN - UDOW**
2. Course of Study **M.A. (Arabic)**
3. Centre/School **CAAS/SLCS**
4. Whether belonging to an SC/ST, OBC or Minority Community **(Please name the Category)**
5. Proficiency in English
   - (i) The last examination passed in English
   - (ii) % of marks in English **57**
   - (iii) Whether attended any course in remedial English before  
     (Give details of Semester, etc.) **No**

---

Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?

English has become an international language today. It also serves as a communication language. To know general awareness and different types of current issues and to live in a civilization, every people need to know English language, to exchange their thoughts and cultures.

It is my unfortunate that I have not got a good and remedial knowledge of English, but there are so...
reasons behind it. From the beginning I studied in a Hindi medium school, and there were not good teachers which thought me English better, and other problems took place with me when I chose Arabic language in graduation. That's why I have not well knowledge of English.

I need a course in Remedial English because of some following reasons:

1. At this time I have a subject of Translation from Arabic to English and vice versa, in my M.A. (Arabic). After completing this my M.A., I wish a job in Saudi Embassy or Gulf Embassy, where I feel a burning need of good English to deal with different types of persons.

2. Secondly I need to join this course because English is an international language. Everybody wants to know what is going on in the world. And a student especially need about the world, and what are the international issues, and they can know if they have a knowledge of English.

3. What is what is the most important thing today Internet, Every kind of knowledge and information is on Internet, and we can not get information and know if we have not knowledge of English language.
In Jamia Millia Islamia University, we need to know a well knowledge of English speaking and writing power, because the general relation and turn is in English medium. Sometimes we feel so before because of the English knowledge shortage. That's why I want to join this Remedial English course.

If we will get this opportunity then I think that I get some thing in future and will solve my some problems related with English language. I think that after the having a good knowledge of English speaking and writing power, I will be able to achieve some good things in future, and could also to able to nation and country at international level.

19-9-2000

Forgive interference in capital choice

Inappropriate omission of prepositions
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Write about 400 words on Why do I need a Course in Remedial English?

There are many reasons to do remedial course in English. First of them, I have not been reading English since 1995. So this five years gap of not reading English it is the most necessary to do a remedial course. I want to talk with my friends in English but have to face more difficulties on lack of vocabulary, grammar, etc.
Particularly, in J.N.U. Campus, everyone should know speaking of English because the students come in the J.N.U. in different areas of India and their languages are different as Assami, Bengali, Telgu, Jamil, Kannara, Urdu, Rajasthani, gujratli etc. If you want to talk those people who are belonging from that regions, should to know English. English language is the source to talk with anyone. If I can't talk English then I can't speak those people who are belonging different part of the country.

I think that this remedial course will be very gainful for me. Once, I complete this course, I can speak English. So, I can not improve my English without remedial course.

Therefore, I have need to do remedial course in English.
APPENDICES

REGISTERS FOR ENGLISH USAGE – HUMANITIES

1.
Untouchability and Dalit Women's Oppression
Bela Malik

FIFTY years after independence ritual pollution, caste exploitation and all the other legacies of Indian civilisation that those who oppose affirmative action in the name of efficiency choose to ignore, and which those who oppose it from more prejudiced motives would like to perpetuate, are alive and well, keeping in good cheer the less polluting 'citizens' of the nation. And the images of all of these were graphically brought out at the Convention against Untouchability and Dalit Women’s Oppression, organised by the All India Democratic Women’s Association (AIDWA) on December 20, 1998 at Delhi. All that was recounted at the convention highlighted the need to address the specific problem of caste oppression compounding the burdens imposed by a generalised patriarchal exploitation. Thousand-odd dalit women from Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan, Himachal Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and Madhya Pradesh participated in the convention, along with several guest speakers and AIDWA activists and sympathisers. The turnout of a thousand-odd was impressive.

Dalit women speakers used the forum to articulate their problems and to share the experiences of their struggles. They were from diverse backgrounds, belonged to different age groups and had varying degrees of consciousness about the gap between the reality of their socio-economic conditions and the legal rights that they notionally possess. The degree of passion expressed varied accordingly. The younger women, for instance, were more militant and less willing to tolerate the terms of their existence. The women were mainly rural, though some activists were based in urban areas. Some women were politically active and held political office at the panchayat level. Others were agricultural workers or construction labourers. Despite these differences, there were common threads running through their accounts. They narrated their experiences without hesitation, and in a wide and mutually incomprehensible variety of dialects rendering the term ‘Hindi-speaking-belt’ somewhat of a misnomer.
Affirmative Action in India and the United States
Ashwini Deshpande.

1. The Problem:
Caste in India and race in the USA are often compared for their institutional similarities, and also because these categories form the social basis on which the affirmative action program in the two countries is based. While disadvantage and discrimination produce similar outcomes for certain groups within caste- or race-divided societies, it is important to understand the differences between the two systems. If race is a system of ascriptive or color-based disparities, caste can be called a system non-ascriptive or non-color based disparities. (For a detailed discussion of the lack of a clear link between skin color and caste, see Deshpande and Darity, 2003). The caste system is prevalent primarily in the Indian subcontinent, but there are several other examples of non-color-based disparities in large parts of Asia, Africa and Europe.

Caste in India
Estimated to be over 2500 years old, the caste system has undergone many transformations, from the ancient varna system to the contemporary jati system1. The varna system divided the population initially into four and later into five mutually exclusive, endogamous, hereditary and occupation specific groups: the Brahmins, Kshatriyas, Vaisyas, Sudras and Ati-Sudras. The last two comprised all castes doing menial jobs with the latter being considered “untouchables”, in that even their presence was considered polluting and thus was to be avoided2. The three higher varnas are often referred to as “caste Hindus” (upper caste Hindus) or as “twice born”, since (the men of) these castes enter an initiation ceremony (the second birth) and are allowed to wear the sacred thread. Together, the upper castes constitute 17-18 percent of the population. The Ati-Sudras are roughly 16 percent of the population. Numerically, the largest varna is Sudra, constituting nearly half of the population.
1.
Scientific experts agree that the Earth’s climate is changing. Climate change, more commonly known as global warming, is caused by the emission of heat trapping gases produced by vehicles, power plants, industrial processes and deforestation. As these gases build up, they act like a big blanket, over-heating the planet and threatening our health, our economy and our environment.

Research shows that the world has now become hotter than at any time during the past 1000 years. Climate models that project future conditions show that global warming will continue if emissions of heat-trapping gases continue to increase.

**Earth’s Ecosystems at Risk**

Global warming is changing distributions of plants and animals, population sizes, growth rates, timing of plant flowering, and timing of animal migration. It is changing the intensity and frequency of storms, droughts, and fire, raising the level of the oceans, and melting glaciers.

While land is fixed in space, the climate is not. Many of the places we protect are selected because they provide the proper habitat and climate for unique and important plants or animals. Unfortunately, given global warming, these places may no longer have the right climate for the species or communities that were the reason underlying their selection. For example, as the planet warms, Peter’s Mountain mallow in Virginia, or the California gnatcatcher in San Diego County, or wet prairies in Oregon may no longer be able to survive on the same lands where they once flourished.

Scientific research shows that heat-trapping emissions from human activities have caused most of the global warming observed over the past 50 years. In addition to those emissions, the intermingling of highways, human developments, plantations, and farms with nature has enormously circumscribed the options for nature’s response to the current warming.

**Human Communities at Risk**

Evidence is mounting almost daily of the dangers posed by global warming. Villages
along Alaskan coastlines are literally crumbling into the sea as ice and permafrost melts away. Record-high seawater temperatures in 1998 may have killed as much as 10 percent of the world's corals, jeopardizing the survival of reef fish on which millions of coastal residents depend.

2. The year 2005 now appears to be the warmest year on record, beating out 1998 as the former record holder. NASA's Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) in New York City has released its latest compendium of data from land-based weather stations, satellites and historical ship's records. The result pushes the graph at right upward again. Although everywhere on Earth reports warmer temperatures, the largest change is seen in the polar latitudes, with Alaska, Siberia, and Antarctica showing the most increased annual temperatures. According to GISS, the Earth has warmed by 0.6°C/1.08°F in the past 30 years, and 0.8°C/1.44°F in the past 100 years.

Global warming has serious consequences for both people and nature. The Nature Conservancy, through its Global Climate Change Initiative, is identifying and implementing strategies that will help slow the rate of global warming and to protect plants, animals and our natural environment against its inevitable impacts.